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On the way to SEMA 2012 

This is no show queen. We drive/race what we build. Trailers are for wimps.  

The all-new 2013 Scion FR-S combines Subaru’s newly designed 2.0L boxer engine with Toyota’s refined 

direct fuel injection technology into a rear-wheel drive sport compact rated at 200 hp and 151lb-ft 

torque.  The initial design plan was to eliminate the 90° bend in the intake tube and design a custom 

airbox centered with a straight aluminum tube from the throttle into the airbox.  Flow bench testing for 

both stock and prototype systems revealed a significant advantage for the AEM intake system as it 

outflowed the stock system by 36.8%.  Preliminary dyno and temperature testing revealed that the 

catalytic converter located directly below the MAF sensor location was significantly affecting intake air 

temperature.  A rapid prototype intake pipe was also designed and tested but the issue still remained.  

Placing the MAF sensor directly in front of the throttle above the extremely hot catalytic converter 

provided for extreme heat soak and was definitely out of the question once all data was combined and 

analyzed.  A second prototype airbox sealed with an aluminum lid was then designed to sit directly in 

front of the stock inlet duct. Dyno and temperature testing revealed a consistent power gain, however 

the issue of heat soak still lingered.  The final prototype tested included a pipe, airbox, and lid all 

designed for polypropylene rotomolded plastic.  With the ETI (electronically tuned intake) module 

calibrated to stock flow parameters, the final prototype intake provided an additional 10 hp and 8.3 ft-lb 

of torque at 6500 rpm over the stock intake system. It should be noted that this power gain is NOT the 

maximum but it is where it is usable. We actually saw 16 HP at 7300 RPM but that is an unrealistic RPM 

point in our opinion and unlike other intake companies we try to report usable power, not marketing 

hype. One other note before we get into the details of how we developed this system. We dyno test all 



of our systems with the hood closed. Our reasoning is that it closely represents what your driving 

condition is; last we checked most of us drive with the hood closed. When we start on a development 

cycle, we set the vehicle up with thermocouples and a datalogger to record temperatures on not only air 

intake but in critical areas where we will have components exposed to heat to ensure we stay within 

design limits of the materials used in the intake system. We note the Intake Air Temperature (IAT) while 

driving and emulate that when on the dyno. A LOT of companies do dyno tests with the hood open and 

fans blowing directly onto the air filter which in our opinion is in accurate and deceptive. We do use a 

fan that produces a 40 mph wind at 10’ to cool the engine and emulate frontal air flow while testing. 

Since most dyno tests start at some low RPM point and run through the design RPM range of the vehicle 

the 40 MPH air flow is a good average to use.  

 

 



 

 

First FR-S on Dyno with cooling fan 

Design notes on the AEM FR-S intake system 

The system must have an excellent fit and finish. It must deliver reliable power. It will be CARB exempt. 

The system uses the AEM Electronically Tuned Intake Module (ETI) so that we can take advantage of 

larger ID tube diameter for increased flow. We investigated several options when doing preliminary 

work on the intake including aluminum tube, Straight shot to throttle body plastic and use of the OEM 

snorkel interface with the intake system. We ended up using a fully rotomolded system due to 



conducted and radiated heat to the MAF sensor issues. The conducted/radiated heat was high enough 

that we had to relocate the MAF sensor inside the air box. The condition persisted with plastic as well as 

with aluminum. When we performed our thermal tests, we discovered that the IAT as reported to the 

ECU by the MAF sensor was close to 15 degrees hotter than the ACTUAL IAT. The reported IAT, which is 

what the ECU uses to determine ignition/fuel delivery causes the ignition timing to be reduced for the 

actual air temperature that ingested by the engine. The falsely reported IAT reduced ignition timing by 4 

degrees which negatively affected power and fuel economy. We initially had a system designed with an 

aluminum top but noticed that the IAT was higher due to conducted heat in a heat soak condition. The 

reason there was a heat soak heating is because the air speed adjacent to the top is relatively low during 

low flow conditions and the large capacity of the air box allowed a large amount of hotter air upon initial 

throttle opening. We ended up re-tooling for a rotomolded top to counter that heat issue caused by the 

aluminum top. Although it took longer and cost more in tooling we opted to delay the introduction of 

the intake system because we do not compromise when it comes to delivering the best intake possible. 

The result is an intake system that delivers ambient temperature air to the engine. 

 

When we looked at the OEM snorkel that is attached to the intake system our first thought was that we 

would replace it with a larger one or just eliminate it and use the large opening at the front of the air 

box. It turns out the people at Subaru/Toyota know what they are doing. Although the intake without 

the snorkel outflowed the system with it in place, the elimination of the snorkel did not offer any 

advantage in power or IAT when we performed dyno testing. We use Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) to help determine optimal flow paths and ensure we have even flow path around the filter so that 

it loads evenly during its service interval. When we did our CFD simulation it showed that the snorkel 

aided in flow distribution around the filter. The loading is important so that we do not have “hot spots” 

where dust impinges onto the filter in a concentrated location. Notice in the view with the snorkel 

removed there is direct impingement of air onto the filter. At first glance, that may seem like a good 

idea but when air born contaminant gets through the filter it turns out not to be such a good idea. 

Bottom line, we do not ask our customers to remove the snorkel for a false promise of power. 



 

Flow Velocity W/O Snorkel 

 

Flow Velocity with Snorkel 

 

Flow vs. Pressure 



 

 

We always map the short and long term fuel corrections when we make an intake system but because 

this car is a new introduction we wanted to log as much miles as possible before releasing the system. 

We were able to buy a car and we even had the third FR-S that was sold in California (part of the initial 

“86” that were released) and so we have logged a lot of miles on the car with the intake system with no 

Check Engine Light “CEL”. So far we have over 10,000 miles on 4 cars with no CEL’s.  

 

MAF Sensor Voltage deviation 

 

Fuel trim Comparison 



The FR-S is one of the most exciting offerings in Sport Compact car market in recent history. We have 

developed a suite of products for the car and will be racing one in auto cross events in Southern 

California. Rest assured that our customers will benefit from the race program. Our heritage is racing 

and will continue to be so going forward. We strive to maintain OEM fit and finish and have a no 

compromise attitude toward delivering power you can rely on. 

 

 

 

 

 


